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SHARP ESTIMATE OF THE LAPLACIAN
OF A POLYHARMONIC FUNCTION AND APPLICATIONS

OGNYAN IV. KOUNCHEV

Abstract. The classical sharp inequality of Markov estimates the values of the

derivative of the polynomial of degree n in the interval [a, b] through the uni-

form norm of the polynomial in the same interval multiplied by 2n2/(b - a).

In the present paper we provide an exact estimate for the values of the Laplacian

of a polyharmonic function of degree m by the uniform norm of the polyhar-

monic function multiplied by 2(m - 1)2/R2(x) where R(x) is the distance

from the point x to the boundary of the domain. The inequality of Markov

(and the similar inequality of Bernstein about trigonometric polynomials) finds

many applications in approximation theory for functions of one variable. We

prove analogues to some of these results in the multivariate case.

1. Main results and applications

Let Q be a bounded domain in R" . We shall denote by Hm(Q) the set of

polyharmonic functions h(x) of order m , defined by the equation Amh(x) =

0, x e Q. Here Á is the Laplace operator in R" given by £?_, d2/dxj and

the polyharmonic operator A* is defined inductively for all integers k > 0 by

A° = id, A1 =A, A* = AA*-1.
The main result of the paper is proved in Theorem 1 and is the following

inequality, announced in [1]:

(1.1) |AA(x)|<-^(m-l)2P||c(S)

for every x e fi, and every h{x) € Hm(Q) n C(Q). Here R(x) denotes the

Euclidean distance from the point x to the boundary dQ of Í2, i.e. R{x) =

inf{|x - y\: y e d£l} .  || • ||c,jj> denotes the usual maximum modulus norm in

the space C(Q) of continuous functions on the closure Q of Q given by

11/11   5 = max |/(x)|    for f(x) e C(Q).
xeii
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122 O. I. KOUNCHEV

This inequality may be considered as an analogue to the famous Markov

inequality for polynomials [3, 6]:

(1.2) lOOI^Vmlh-i,!]   for every í e [-1, 1].

Inequality ( 1.2) holds for every polynomial Pm(t) e Pol(ra) ; here and further on

we denote the space of polynomials in one variable of degree < m by Pol(m).

In Theorem 2 we prove a more general sharp estimate for the powers of

the Laplacian, Akh(x), k = 1, 2, ... , m - 1, for polyharmonic functions

h(x) 6 Hm(£i) n C(Q). To make the things clearer and since inequality (1.1)

plays an important role in the applications, we give in Theorem 1 a separate

proof for the case k = 1.
The proof is based on a proper representation of the polyharmonic functions

in the ball. This representation arises from the classical Almansi representation

formula.

Following the classical applications of the inequalities of Markov and Bern-

stein [6], in Theorem 3 we prove an inverse theorem of Bernstein type for the

approximation of continuous functions through polyharmonic. As an illustra-

tion we formulate a corollary concerning approximation through polynomials

of many variables showing the importance of the degree of polyharmonicity of

a polynomial.
Another application is the estimate of the modulus of the intermediate deriva-

tives of an arbitrary function proved in Theorem 4.

2. Preliminaries

Let us briefly introduce some necessary notions and notations and state some

well-known results.

Here we fix a point xq e R" and a positive number R .

1. Let us denote by B = B(xq ; R) the open ball in R" with centre x0 and

radius R, and by S - S(xo ; R) the sphere which is the boundary dB of B .
We recall the classical Almansi representation formula (cf. [2, 4]):

Every h(x) e Hm{B) n C(B) and B = B(xo ; R) may be written as

m-l

(2.1) h(x) = Y,r2khk(x),        r = |x-x0|,

where hk(x), k — 0, 1, ... , m - 1, are harmonic functions, i.e. h^x) e

Hi{B)nC(B).
2. Let us recall the simplest facts about the Dirichlet problem in the ball

B = B{x0 ; R) [5]. For every function f{x) e C(S), S = S(x0 ; R), the
Poisson kernel

K„(x, y) = (R2 -\x- x0\2)\x - y\-"(onR)-x

gives the function hf{x) through the following formula:

(2.2) hf(x)= f Kn(x-y)f(y)da(y),     for x e B(x0 ; R) ;
Js

here da(y) is the surface element of the sphere S, and the constant a„ is the

area of the unit sphere in R" .
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The function h/(x) satisfies the Laplace equation

Ahf(x) = 0   for x e B(x0 ; R)

and the Dirichlet boundary conditions

hf(x) = f(x)   for x e S(x0 ; R).

3. In what follows we shall consider m concentric spheres Sj = S(xq ; tj),

0 < tm < ••• < t\ < R. We shall denote by K¡ the Poisson operator given

by (2.2) for the sphere S = Sj, i.e. we set Kj[f](x) = hf   (x) for every x e

B(x0;tj).

Let Pq{t) e Pol(c7). Then it is not difficult to check that Pq{r2), where r —

|jc—jcol, is a polyharmonic function of order q + l, i.e. Pq{r2) e //í+i(íí)nC(íi)

(cf. [2]).
If we put f(x) = Pq{r2) we get Kj[f](x) = Pq{t2) since r = tj for x e Sj.

In general, for every function f(x) £ C(B(xq ; R)) such that f(x) = /(/•)

we have Kj[f](x) = /(/_,•) for every x e B(x0 ; /?).

When tm —> 0 we get A^m[/](x0) -» /(xo). So when tm = 0 we shall write

A"m[/](xo) = /(.¡Cn) ■ ln general, the case tm = 0 will be considered as a limiting

with im —» 0.

4. Denote by n(i) the product Ilfc=i(*-iit) and introduce the polynomials

Pj(t) = U(t)(t - t2)-l(U'(t2))-1 , for ; = 1,2, m
These polynomials have an easy-to-check property which is the following:

Pj(t2k) = 0   for k¿j,

Pj(t2j) = l   forj,k=l,2,...,m.
(2-3)

3. Estimation of the Laplacian

We shall need the following representation result:

Lemma 1. In the notations introduced above, for every function h e Hm(B) n

C(B) in the ball B = ß(xo ; R), the equality
m

(3.1) h(x) = YíPÁñKj[h](x)
j=y

holds, where r = \x - x0| and r <tm.

Proof. In view of the Almansi representation formula (2.1) and the linearity of

the operators K¡, it suffices to prove formula (3.1) in the case of functions of

the type h(x) = r2kv{x), k = 0, I, ... , m — 1, where v(x) is an arbitrary

harmonic function in B(x0; R). A direct substitution of such h{x) in (3.1)

gives
m

r2kv{x) = ^P}{r2)t2kv{x)

;'=i

for k = 0, 1, ... , m - 1 , by the properties of the operators K¡. So it remains

to prove the identities

(3.2) t^Y^PjMt)

for k = 0, 1,..., m - 1.

2k
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On the right-hand side we have a polynomial of degree less than or equal

to m - 1 as well as on the left side. According to the property (2.3) of the

polynomials Pj(t), identity (3.2) is true for m points, t = t2, t2, ... , t2m.

This implies that (3.2) is true for every t.

The proof of (3.1) is finished.   Q.E.D.

Our main idea for proving the inequality (1.1) is based on a localization, so

we shall be interested mainly in the values Ah(x0).

Proposition 1. For every polyharmonic function h(x) e Hm(B) n C(B) in the

ball B = B(x0 ; R), the equality

m

(3.3) Ah(x0) = 2nY, Pj(0)Kj[h](x0)
;=i

holds.

Proof. Formula (3.1), together with the fact that Kj[h](x), j = 1,..., m, are

harmonic functions, gives

m

(3.4) Ah(x) = Y,[*Pj(r2)Kj[h](x) + 2(grader2)), grad(^[/i](x)>]

;=i

for r = |x - Xo| < tm ', here ( ,  ) denotes the scalar product in R" .

To calculate that the second term in the sum is zero, note that

gnid(PJ(r2)) = 2-(x-x0,P¡(r2)).

This is evidently zero for x = Xo .

To calculate A{Pj(r2)), recall that A = d2/dr2 + (n-l)r~ld/dr on functions

depending only on r [5]. This gives

A{Pj(r2)) = 2nP'j{r2) + 4r2Pj'(r2)

which implies that A(Pj{r2))¡x=X(¡ = 2nP¡{0).

This completes the proof of (3.3).   Q.E.D.

Formula (3.3) may be considered as an analogue to the classical M. Riesz

formula for trigonometric polynomials [7].

We shall use the notation sign (x) = x/|x| for x ^ 0.

An important feature of the proof of ( 1.1 ) is the determination of the sign

of Pj(0).

Proposition 2. For the signs sign(Pj(0)) we have

(3.5) sign(JPj(0)) = -sign(Pj+1(0))

for j = 1, 2, ... , m - 1, i.e. they are alternating in j.

Proof. We shall see that the alternation (3.5) is in fact true for sign(Pj(i)) for

We have
m

(3.6) p'j{t) = (n'(i2))-' • Y, n(0C - t2})-\t - t2rl.
k=\
k*j
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Every summand Yl{t){t-t2)~x{t-t\)~l in the sum has exactly m-2 multipliers

with sign -1, and consequently,

sign(Yi(t)(t-t2ri(t-t2kri) = (-ir-2.

On the other hand it is easy to see that

sign(n'(i2)) = (-ir->.

Finally, we get that

sign(JPj(0) = (-lV+2   f0Tt<t2m

and particularly when t = 0.   Q.E.D.

Before starting the proof of the main result let us recall some basic properties

of the Chebyshev polynomials [3, 6]. They are given by

Tn(t) = cos(«arccos(i))

= (l/2)[(i + (t2 - l)1/2)" + (t - (t2 - 1)1/2H,

for t e[-l, 1], n = 0, 1, ... .
For t = xk — cos(kn/n), k = 0, 1,...,«, the polynomial Tn(t) alterna-

tively takes the values +1,-1.

Another property which will be used is that the numbers TJ, \l) and TJ¡ \-l)

have the same absolute value:

(3.7) 1<k)(l) = n2(n2 - l2) • ■ • (n2 - (k - \)2){{2k - l)!!)"1 = \TJ,k)(-l)\

for the derivatives of order k = 1,2,... , n; here we use the notation n\\ =

n(n-2){n-4)... .
Now we may prove

Theorem 1. Let in the bounded domain flçR" the polyharmonic function

h(x) e Hm(Çl)r\C(Q). If R(x) is the distance from the point x to the boundary
d£l, then the sharp estimate (1.1) is true for every point x e Q.

Proof. Consider the point x = xo G Í2.

In the ball B — B(xo ; Ri), Ri — R{xq) , we have the representation (3.3)

for every family of concentric spheres Sj — S(xo; tj), for j = 1, 2, ... , m ,

and 0 < tm < ■ ■ ■ < U <R\- We put R = R\.
Now we introduce the following transform of the Chebyshev polynomial

Tm(t) by substituting t = (y - R/2)/(R/2), Lm(y) = Tm(t) for y e [0, R].
Specify further the values tk , k = \ ,2, ... , m,by putting (tl-R/2)/(R/2)

= Xfc_i = cos((A: - \)n/(m - 1)), i.e.

(3.8) tk = +[R/2 + {R/2)cos(k7i/{m - l))]l/2.

Note that Lm-\(t2k+{) = rw_i(xfc) for k = 0, 1, ... , m - 1, which takes
alternatively the values +1, -1.

Let us now substitute the polyharmonic function of order m, L(x) =

Lm_,(r2), r= |x-x0|, in (3.3).

On the left-hand side, as in Proposition 1, we get

AL(x0) = 2«L^_,(0).
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On the right-hand side we have

Kj[L(-)](x0) = Lm-i(t]),

the last being alternatively +1,-1 for j' — 1, 2, ... , m . Thus, Proposition 2

provides that

m m

(3.9) 2«L^_1(0) = 2«^P;(0)Lm_1(í2) = 2«e^|Pj(0)|,
j=\ j=í

or
m

¿4->(0) = e£|p;(0)|,
7=1

where e = sign[P¿,(0)] • sign[Lm_,(^)] =_sign[P,'(0)] • sign[Lm_,(0)].

Hence for general h(x) e Hm(Q.) n C(Q) we get by (3.3) the inequality

m

\Ah(x0)< £l^(°)M*;[A](xo)|
;=i

<  (¿1^/(0)1 J||A||C(5) = |I.^_1(0)|.||A||C(5).

A direct calculation shows that

L^_1 = -(2/R)(m- l)(t-t2yl/2sin((m- l)arccos(O)

= {2IR)T'm_x(t),

where t = (y - R/2)/(R/2).
According to (3.7) we finally get

lC_1(0)| = (2/JR)(m-l)2.

This finishes the proof of (1.1).
The sharpness of the estimate for every point Xo follows through (3.9) ap-

plied to the function L(x) defined above.   Q.E.D.

4. Estimation of the powers of the Laplacian

We shall prove a generalization to Theorem 1 for estimation of the powers

of the Laplacian.
It is based on the following representation, generalizing Proposition 1 :

Proposition 3. In the notations introduced above, for every polyharmonic function

h(x) € Hm(B) n C(B) in the ball B = B(xq ; R), the following formula holds for
every integer p > 0 :

m

(4.1) A^(xo) = cY,PJp)(0)Kj[h](x0);
7=1

here the constant C -lnp 2p and the constants I" k are defined below in (4.4).

Before proving this statement we need some preparatory results.
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We shall use the following formulas (cf. [2]):

2l<V

k~Wq~\{
(4.2) A»(uv)=     ¿2     ^(DiA'uWA'v)

k+l+\q\=p

holding for every two functions u, v e C^ (£2) in some domain Q. g R" ; here

we denote, as usual the multi-index q = (qx, q2, ... , qn), with integers q¡>0,

i = 1, 2, ... , n . Another usual notations for multi-indices are

\q\ = Q\ +42+ ••• + <?«,        q\ = qx\q2\ ■ ■ ■ q„l,

the differentiation Dq is defined as

Q\Q\
D" =-.

dxi< ■ ■ ■ dxi»

Another useful formula is [2]:

(4.3) AV) HV rk~2p,        r = |x-x0|,

where the constants /" k are given by

(4.4) lnptk = ((*!!)/(* - 2p)!!) .((* + «- l)\\/(k + n-2p- 2)!!).

Next we prove some necessary propositions.

Proposition 4. The following equality is true for every polynomial Qs G Pol(s),

and every integer p > 1 :

àPQs{r\=Q = 1¡¡,2PQ?\0),        r=\x-x0\,

and

ApQm(r2) = Qm-P(r2)

for a polynomial Qm-P G Pol(w - p).

The proof follows directly from (4.3).

Propositions. Let the polyharmonic function u(x) = Qs(r2) be given by a poly-

nomial Qs G Pol(s), and the function v(x) be harmonic, i.e. v(x) G H[(Q).
Then the following formula is true.

(4.5) tf{u{x)v{x))\r=Q = AP(u(x))lr=0v(x0)

for every x G Q ; here r = \x - xq\ .

Proof. Since Av(x) = 0, x G Q, formula (4.2) is reduced to

A"("v)=    E    7^{DqAku){D"v)

(4 6) k+]q]="

= í2^r E  >^W)z^),
k=0        '      \q\=p-k H'

so we must prove that all internal sums are zero for 0 < k < p - 1 .

We shall use the formula

(r2)s = |x - x0|2i

= [(*1 - Xoi)2 + (x2 - -¡C02)2 + •   - + {Xn- X0n)2f

el
=        E        M    ' H^» ~ Xoi">2k' (^2 ~ Xm^2kl ■■■i*"- X0n)2k" ■

k¡-í-vk„=s

(4-7)
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We shall call a multi-index "even" if all its components are even, i.e. q¡ = 2s,,

i' = l,2,...,n, and we will write q = 2s for it.
For the even multi-index q = 2s we get from (4.7) that

(4 8) D*(rW)\   , = D"(r2\%   „ = -1*- = MßM
(4.öj u [r   jk=0    u {r    ;k=0     (<?/2),        (<?/2),   ,

where we use the notation q/2 — s .

For other powers such that s ^ \q\, q/2 = s, we get

(4.9) D%r%=0 = 0.

In the case when at least one of the indices q¡ is odd, we get for an arbitrary

integer / > 0,

(4.10) D"(r2l)lr=0 = 0.

For an arbitrary polynomial Pd{-) G Pol(ú?), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) give for
all even multi-indices q = 2s the following equalities:

(4.11) D9(Pd(r2))\r=o = ^Pds)(0)

and the equality

(4.12) D«(Pd(r2))lr=o = 0

for all multi-indices q which are not even.

To simplify the notations let us put w(x) = Aku(x) in (4.6), where according

to equalities (4.11) and (4.12), the internal sum becomes

5(*°)=   E ^{Ww){iyv)
\q\=p-k q'

even q=2s

even q=2s

= (\q\/2)\.w««V2H0)-    J2    TaJ2YD9v{Xo)
\q\=p-k   [q/    '■

even q=2s

= (\q\/2)\ ■ w^'2\0)Ap-kv(x0).

The last quantity is zero for 0 < k < p - 1, and is v(xq) for k = p . This

proves formula (4.5).   Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3 follows from Propositions 4 and 5 if we note that the

constant C in (4.1 ) is exactly lp 2p .

Now we are prepared to prove the following
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Theorem 2. In the bounded domain Q ç R" let the polyharmonic function

h(x) G Hm(Q.) n C(Í2). // R{x) denotes the distance from the point x G Q

to the boundary dQ. of SI, then for every integer p>\ the sharp inequality

(4.13) \t*h{x)\ < {2IR2{x)YT(p)_x{\).\\h\\c(ú)

holds where Tm-\{-) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree m - 1.

Proof. We shall continue the proof from Theorem 1, using the notations intro-

duced there.
We substitute the same function  h(x)  = Lm-x(r2)  —  Tm_x(t)  for  / =

(r2-(R/2))/(R/2).

Following Proposition 4, the left-hand side of (4.1) becomes lp 2p^m-i(0) ■

As for the right-hand side, the arguments of Proposition 2 apply to show that

the PjP\0) are alternating with j = 1,2,..., m.

As a consequence, we get the equality

m

(4.14) /;;2^(0) = e/;,2p-£1^(0)1,

7=1

where e is +1 or -1.

To finish the proof of the inequality we note that the value \L^_, (0) | is equal

to (2/R(x)f • 7^1,(1), since L<» ,(0) = 7£,(-l).
The sharpness of (4.13) for every point xo G Q. is obtained for the function

L(-) by equality (4.14).   Q.E.D.

5. Inverse theorems for the uniform approximation by

polyharmonic functions

The classical application of Markov inequality (and that of Bernstein in the

periodic case) are the so-called inverse theorems, found by S. N. Bernstein in

1912 [3, 6], for the approximation by polynomials in the one-dimensional case.

Here we shall prove the simplest result of this type by using Theorems 1 and
2.

Theorem 3. Let the function co(t)  (a modulus of continuity type) satisfy the

following conditions :

1. (o(t) is continuous,

2. co(t) is monotonely increasing,

3. ta(0) = 0,
4. for every t > 0 the inequality w{2t) < Cco(t) holds with C = const.

5. ^co(t)rldt < oo.

Suppose that for some integer r > 0 and for a given function f(x) on Q,

there exists a series of polyharmonic functions hm{x) G Hm(Q) n C(Q) which

approximate the function /(x) in such a way that for m = 1, 2, 3, ... the

inequalities

(5.1) \f{x)-hm(x)\<-TMm-1)
m2r

hold.  Then all derivatives D2qf{x), with \q\ < r, exist and are continuous in

Q. In particular, Arf G C<°>(ß), and f G C<r>(Q).
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Proof. Let us notice that for every function h(x) G Hm(Q) n C(fí) we have for

every multi-index q with \q\ — r the inequality

\D2"h(x)\ < \Arh\

for every x G £2.

We shall denote by Pr any of the operators D2q , \q\ = r, or the operator

Ar. We have, according to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the inequalities

(5.2) \Prh(x)\ < (2/R2(x)Y(m - l)2lh\\C{ä)

for every x G Q.

For the proof we fix the point x G Q.

We shall follow the classical scheme of the proof of Bernstein's inverse the-

orem [6].

Let us write f(x) in a series:

00

/(x) = Ai(*) + 5>2/(*)-A2/-«(*)].
7=1

Inequality (5.1) gives

IMx) - *#-■(*)! <2-A- 2-^-^ • co(2-k+l).

Hence by inequality (5.2) we get the following

\Prh2k{x)-Prh2k-l(x)\

(5.3) < {2/R(x))r • {2k - \)2rA ■ 2-^-')2r+1 . co{2-k+l)

= {R{x))~r • (1 - 2~k)2rA ■ C22r+l ■ w{2-k+{) < Ci{x)œ(2-k).

Here the constant Ci(x) does not depend of k but it depends on x through

R(x) which is the distance from x to 9Í2.

Further we choose a positive number R\ with R\ < R — R(x), and put

C\ = max{Ci(y): y G B(x; Ri)} so that if in inequality (5.3) x is replaced by

y , it would hold for all y G B(x ; R\).
Taking into account the monotonicity of co(u) we get

L
This gives

2-7+1

oj(u)u~1 du > In 2 • co(2~j).

\Prf(x)-Prh2J(x)\<     J2    \PrhV(x)-Prh2k-i(x)\
k=j+l

<-2->

oj(u)u~1 du.
Jo

The last integral goes to zero with j ^ oc which proves the theorem.   Q.E.D.

For an arbitrary function f(x) G C2r(Q) we shall denote by Polideg(/) the

least integer s >0 such that As/(x) = 0, x G Q, and we shall call it degree of

polyharmonicity.
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Corollary. Let f(x) be a function in Q.. Suppose there exists a sequence of
polynomials in R" , Pu(x), such that

\\f - pu\\ < Ad;rco(d-1)

where dv = Polideg(iJI/), and dv —► oo for v —► oo. Then D2qf(x) exists and

is continuous in Q for every multi-index q with \q\ < r.

6. Estimation of the modulus of the intermediate
derivatives of an arbitrary function

For an arbitrary sufficiently smooth function f(x) in Q, introduce the quan-

tities

(6.1) M0 = ma_x|/(x)|,     Mp = essup|A*7(jc)|.

They will be interesting for us when Mo, Mp < oo .

Our aim is to estimate the value \A>f(x)\, x g Í2, through the quantities
M0, Mp.

To do this we need an analogue to the formula of Taylor.

Such an analogue is obtained in [2] through some simple substitutions in the

Green formula.

To write it let us recall the fundamental solution of the polyharmonic operator

[2]. For the operator A' when the dimension n is odd the fundamental solution

is
r2l-n

r¡(x) =-   for / = 1, 2, 3, ... .
Vi-i

For even n — 2m we have

Jll-n

ri(x) = —,—   for / = 1, 2, 3, ... , m — 1,
y ¡-i

r,(x) = -r2'~"logr + (<:,_„,/>;_,) • r2'-"   for / > m;

here we denote r = \x\. We do not need the exact values of the constants

c, y, y' which are given in [2] but we shall use only the fact that they satisfy

AJr/(x) = r¡_j(x) for every integer j > I.

Denote by co„ the area of the unit sphere in R" where con = 27t"/2/T(n/2),

and put
l/(« - 2)con ,    for n / 2,

1 /con , for n = 2.

Here T(-) denotes the Euler gamma function.

The formula we need is (cf. [2]):

p-\

£2„ = {

«W = Q.g/   \A'u(y)dri+i{y-x)
TZJdl1=0 J9D

dVy

("> -rMty-x)-a-^
dVy

da(y)

K f
JD

Sin / r„{y-x)Apu{y)dy
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for every x G D. Here D is a domain in R" with a sufficiently smooth bound-

ary (e.g. Lyapunov surface, cf. [2]), and d/du is the inner normal derivative

and da{x) is the element of the intrinsic measure a on 3D. The function

u(x) belongs to the class C{2p)(Si).
The following result about the estimate of the intermediate derivatives holds:

Theorem 4. Let for some integer p > 0, Apu(x) be a continuous function,

including Aju(x), 0 < j < p - 1, in the domain Si. For every positive number

ô denote by Sis the set {x g SI: dist(x, dSl) > 6} . If the quantities Mq, Mp,
defined by (6.1) are finite then for the intermediate derivatives Aju(x), j =

1,2,... ,p — 1, the following inequalities hold:

max lA-'wix)! < AjM0 + BJMP
x€£ls

where the constants AJ, B> depend only on S.

Proof. By (6.2) we have

(6.3) u{x) = hp{x) + Rp(x),       xeSl,

where Aphp(x) = 0, x G Q.

Suppose that Mp = 0. It follows that u(x) = hp(x). From Theorem 3 we
get the inequality

\AJhp(x)\<(2/R2(x))j-T¡,j)(l)-Mo

for every x G SI.
If Mp > 0, we fix some point xo £ Si, and in formula (6.2) we put D = B =

B(x0;R), R = R(x0).

From (6.3) we get

(6.4) \hp(x)\ < \u(x)\ + Sl„Mp [ \rp(y - x)| dy
JB

for every x G B(xq ; R).

We shall estimate the value of the integral

!(*)= / Vp(y-x)\dy
JB>B

in the point Xo for the different cases that arise below.

In the case of odd n we get

OJn        R2P
I(x0)< / \rP(y-x0)\dy

JB Yp-i     2p

In the case of even n = 2m , for p = 1, 2, ... , m - 1 , we have

r/      , CD«       R2p

For p > m - 1, there are two cases: R < 1 and R > 1 . For R < 1 the integral
satisfies the inequality

I(x0)<(cp-mcon/y'p_l)R2p(2p)-i

- (œn/y'p_l)[R2p(2p)-i log/? - R2p(2p)~2],
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and, for R > 1, the inequality

I(x0)<(cp^mo)n/y'p_l)R2p(2p)

+ {conly'p_x)[{2pr2 + R2p(2p)~l log* - R2p(2p)-2].

Hence (6.4) becomes

(6.5) \hp{x)\<Mo + MpAR<p

where the constant AR<P is obtained from the above estimates and satisfies

Ar,p -> 0 for R —> 0, when p > 1.
From (6.3) through (6.5) we get the inequality

|A^(x0)| < (2/R(xo)yT{pJ\(l) • [Mo + MPAR,P]

+ / Ai rp{y-xo)Apu{y)dy
JB

Since Ajrp(x) = rp-j(x) we get finally the inequality

\AJu(x0)\ < (2/R(xo))jT{pJ\(l) - [Mo + MpARtP] + MpARtP.j

= (2/R(xo)yT(J\(l).M0

+ [(2/R(x0))JT{pj}l(l)AR<p + ^,p_;] • Mp .

This proves the statement of the theorem by the definition of the set Sis and

the distance function R(x).   Q.E.D.
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